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Abstract

PixelLib [1] is a library created to allow easy implementation of object segmentation in real life applications. In this paper we discussed in detail how PixelLib makes it possible for developers to implement semantic segmentation, instance segmentation, extraction of objects and background editing in images and videos with great simplification.

1 Introduction

Object segmentation has a lot of amazing applications in computer vision, such as analysing medical images, road scene segmentation for vision in self driving cars, analysing satellite images and picture editing. Developers usually have a lot of challenges integrating machine learning techniques in their software solutions. One of the main challenges is combining machine learning skills with the normal programming skills. The goal of PixelLib is to ensure developers do not necessarily take stressful learning path to make use of object segmentation to solve machine learning problems in their software solutions. PixelLib makes it possible to implement object segmentation without having to go through the stress of understanding every bit of the theory and mathematics behind it. PixelLib is a flexible library that enables any one with basic knowledge of programming and little or no knowledge of machine learning to easily implement object segmentation successfully.

2 Approach to Object Segmentation

Existing object segmentation libraries like OpenCV [2] and Scikit-image [3] employ traditional techniques like watershed algorithm, region-based and edge detection to implement object segmentation. Performing image segmentation through these techniques can be challenging, because it requires a lot of manual work of finding the best threshold to produce the most efficient segmentation results. PixelLib approaches object segmentation from the perspective of deep learning. PixelLib makes use of efficient deep learning objects’ segmentation architecture such as Deeplabv3+ [4] and Mask R-CNN [5] that generate pixel-wise masks directly for objects. PixelLib is based on python programming language framework. PixelLib is a very flexible library as it allows segmentation of objects in images and videos easily using few lines of python code. It
makes use of Deeplabv3+ architecture for semantic segmentation. There are two types of 
deeplabv3+ models used for semantic segmentation. They are Deeplabv3+ model [6] trained on 
pascalvoc [7] (a dataset with 20 object categories) and Deeplabv3+ model [8] trained on ade20k 
[9] (a dataset with 150 object categories). These models are used to perform semantic segmentation 
of objects in images and videos with PixelLib in five lines of code. Mask R-CNN is used for 
with 80 object categories) is used to perform instance segmentation of objects in images and videos 
with PixelLib in five lines of code. PixelLib makes use of transfer learning with Mask R-CNN 
model to train a custom segmentation model that can be used for various applications in solving 
different machine learning problems, ranging from medical, picture editing to vision in self-driving 
cars.

2.1 Segmentation Results from PixelLib

![Instance segmentation with a pre-trained Mask R-CNN COCO model.](image-url)
Instance Segmentation with a custom model trained with PixelLib

Semantic Segmentation with a pre-trained Deeplabv3+ Ade20k model
3 Extraction of Objects in Images and Videos

PixelLib uses instance segmentation techniques to perform object extraction and analysis in images and videos using five lines of python code.

3.1 Results from Object Extraction Using PixelLib

Object Extraction using a pre-trained Mask R-CNN COCO model.

Object Extraction using a custom model trained with PixelLib
4 Background Editing with PixelLib

PixelLib uses object segmentation to perform background editing in images and videos. It makes it possible to alter the background of any image and video, using five lines of python code. Special effects supported for background editing in PixelLib are as follows:

- Creating a virtual background for an image and video
- Blurring the background of an image and a video
- Assigning a distinct color to the background of an image and a video
- Grayscaling the background of an image and a video

3.1 Edited Images’ Background Results
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4 Projects using PixelLib

PixelLib was released as a python package on Pypi in May 2020 and as of July 2021 it has over 28000 installs on Pypi. Some of the projects using PixelLib are as follows:

1. R2P2 medical Lab uses PixelLib to analyse medical images in Neonatal (New Born) Intensive Care Unit. https://r2p2.tech/#equipe
4. PixelLib is used to perform object segmentation in an API designed to find similar contents in images for image recommendation. https://github.com/lukoucky/image_recommendation

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a new library that makes use of efficient deep learning architectures for performing image segmentation, video segmentation, extraction of objects and background editing in images and videos, using few lines of python code. We displayed results obtained from the library and included some projects using it. Also, PixelLib added the following unique features which are not available in the existing object segmentation libraries:

- Ability to leverage the application of multiple state of the art object segmentation algorithms with great simplification.
- Ability to conveniently train a custom segmentation model.
- Ability to easily integrate background editing in images and videos.
- Ability to extract and analyse objects in images and videos.
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